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welcomeHello

We are the Good Work Foundation and we are reimagining education in rural 
South Africa. 

Our community-powered and locally-managed Digital Learning Campuses
already see more than 7000 children and young adults access a new way
of learning every week. Our largest campus even has its own successful
start-up, employing graduates from rural villages and recycling the profits
back into reimagining education. That makes us a social enterprise with a
sustainable model. We’re also the African gold winner for reimagining
education.  

You may have also noticed that we’re very pink. We are weaving our pink thread 
across the world building a tribe of supporters who believe education needs to 
be reimagined in order to help young people shape a more positive future. We 
are so excited to have you come alongside us on this journey. In our Brand Book, 
you’ll find some key principles to keep our brand aligned. If you have any ques-
tions when working with our brand, please get in touch:
gemma@goodworkfoundation.org



vision

mission

Reimagine Education.

We believe the world would be a better place if we reimagined education
giving every person access to wonder-filled learning. Together with our tribe of 
givers (our heroes!), we’ve created a new ecosystem of learning and working in 
our cluster of campus model that we see expanding across South Africa. Our 
goal is for each cluster of campuses is 80% self-sustaining or more, 100%
community-powered, 75% women-powred, and bringing education to the most 
rural and marginalised communities. 

We challenge how we learn, what we learn, and who has access to learning. 



values

essence

Excellence
Creativity & Innovation
Respect

Education is everything.
Wonder-filled learning will change the world.
Access to education is a fundamental human right.

Learning
Nurturing
Fun



personality

brand line

Honest
Optimistic
Respectful

Reimagine Education With Us.

Creative
Grateful
Bold
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logo
Full Illustrative Logo

An African tree. A human finger-print. 
A digital motherboard. These are three 
significant symbols in the GWF’s story. 
Our logo combines all three into one, 
symbolizing the power of access to
digital education to transform the lives 
of young people in rural African
communities. 



An African Tree: Terabytus Digitata.
Inspired by the ancient baobab, under the tree so much happens: Story-telling, 
community-building, the passing on of knowledge, folklore and traditions and of 
course, learning.  Our tree speaks to our heritage – a teacher and her two 
students out in the African bush learning under a tree. Our tree is a place for 
learning and sharing – a wireless connection to knowledge. Its where ancient 
wisdom meets new digital knowledge.

A Human Finger-Print.
In this digital world, your finger and finger print can open up a world of 
possibilities, ideas, and creativity. This represents the opportunity we give 
learners, and the choice they make to show up every day to learn and change 
their trajectory. It also represents the story of the individual human. Digital is 
amazing, but equally important is the human touch.

A Digital Motherboard.
The nodes of the motherboard symbolises the Fourth Industrial Revolution* and 
our effort to give a gateway to all people to be part of it. Digital is one of the key 
languages of access and exclusion from it is not possible in our eyes.

*The Fourth Industrial Revolution can be described as the advent of “cyber-physical systems” involving 
entirely new capabilities for people and machines. Read more here



Correct use of
main GWF logo in pink

Do not change the 
colour of the logo to 
anything other than 

pink or white

Correct use of
full GWF logo - white on 

pink background

Do not invert the Tree 
to have a filled

background

When placing logo on 
background, use logo in 

white or pink

Do not squash the logo

When placing logo on 
background, do not 

place logo in a square/
circle

Do not shrink individual 
elements of the logo



front back



front back



Typographic Logo

When space is restricted, we can make use of our typographic logo.
This logo uses the same font as our full illustrative logo and has the added
element of a line with a node on the end of it. This pulls in our theme of the
Digital Motherboard, but also symbolises a key unlocking a bright future. 

Correct use of
main GWF logo in pink

Do not change the colour of 
the logo to anything other 

than pink or white

Replace “good work
foundation” with digital

learning campus
(Montserrat - Regular)

Do not squash the logo Do not shrink individual
elements of the logo

Correct use of
full GWF logo - white on pink 

background

When placing logo on
background, use logo in

white or pink

When placing logo on
background, do not place 

ogo in a square/circle

Hazyview Digital Learning Campus



colours
According to the Japanese myth, everyone’s pinky finger is tied to an invisible 
red string that will lead him or her to another person with whom they will make 
history. This magical cord may stretch or tangle, but never break. In our case, the 
thread is not red but pink. It’s the thread that keeps our people, our
campuses, and our hearts connected. The pink thread weaves its way across
rural South Africa and beyond. 

Why Pink? 

In a land of khaki and green, our Brand Custodians knew that we needed to 
stand out. What we are doing is so unique, so blending into the landscape was 
just not an option for us. And what better way to make a splash, than to paint 
ourselves and rural South Africa pink?

The colour pink represents caring, compassion and love. It stands for
unconditional love and understanding and is associated with giving and
receiving care. Since pink is a combination of red and white, both colours add a 
little to its characteristics. It gets the lust for action from the red, and white gives 
it an opportunity to achieve success and insight. Passion and power from red, 
softened with the purity and openness of the white completes pink. 



primary

neutral accent

#E31C79
R227 G28 B121
C0 M88 Y47 K11
PANTONE 213 C

#808182
R128 G129 B130
C0 M0 Y0 K60
PANTONE P 179-9 C

#009B98
R0 G155 B152
C100 M0 Y41 K0
PANTONE P 124-8 C



accent

Heading 1

Sub-heading

Bodycopy

Our primary
font is the 

‘Montserrat’
font family.

Our primary
font is the 

‘Montserrat’
font family.

Use colours in headings in
the following order - always 
keeping pink as the primary, 
pink/blue for sub-headings 
and grey/pink for bodycopy.

Use blue/pink to highlight 
words/phrases

Never use both colours,
unless trying to distinguish 

differences



typography
Typography is a crucial element of our visual identity. Using our chosen
typefaces, the correct colours and weight, ensures that our typography is
consistent and legible across all our communication channels.

Our primary font is the ‘Montserrat’ font family. It should be used for all titles 
and body text. There are multiple versions of Montserrat available. We aim to use 
the Regular, Medium, Bold, Extra Bold, Light, Extra Light or Thin versions only, 
not the Alternative. 

Our scripted font is ‘Ayastina’. It has a lot of personality so should be used
selectively. It should be used for selected titles, especially when attempting to 
inject a human voice. Never use this script in all caps. 

Ayustina

Montserrat

Montserrat



Bringing digital education 
to rural Africa



photography
Our photography style is light, airy and natural. We like to use natural light 
whenever possible. Light is also used as an active element in our photography, 
sometimes to the point of slight overexposure. People play a key role in defining 
the subject matter of our photography. The documentary style is where we like 
to live, whereby we capture what is authentically happening in front of us, as 
opposed to setting up elaborate sets or overly staging each photograph. This is 
how we show our energy, diversity and spirit. Finding the humanity in our stories 
helps us connect to our audience in a powerful way. Photos of projects, our
campuses, our programmes, and innovations can and should be used in a
supporting role.
 
We feature both black and white photography and colour photography. The 
black and white photography has a crisp, contrasted feel, erring on the side of 
being bolder rather than too washed out. 
The treatment we use on our colour photographs is to keep them as vibrant and 
lively as possible, with a crisp, sharp feel.
 
Depth of field is also used to focus the viewer’s attention on the main event,
giving the background a beautiful bokeh and blur.



graphic elements
Our graphic elements show our uniqueness and help us to be distinctive. Our 
illustration hints to the personality behind our brand. It helps build our story, its 
personable, and with this, it’s a great way to communicate our very human and 
people-centric story. It also brings some edginess and youthfulness to our brand.

“An illustration is straight to the point: it’s an instant emotional
connection that can surpass language barriers”

- Chloe Templeman, Creative Director: Design Bridge



Patterns & Textures

Our GWF ShweShwe print speaks to our African excellence. We are home grown 
in South Africa and this print, used sparingly, brings our African-ness into our 
brand. 



Illustrations

Our illustrations are in the ‘screen-print’ style and are the element where we
have the most creative freedom. Here we can express values, emotions and 
thoughts that we aren’t able to capture adequately in our photography. 



Design Devices

We pull our logo into the rest of our design by using the line with a node on the 
end of it in selected spaces.

Heading 1 Our primary font is the 
‘Montserrat’
font family.

Our scripted font is 
‘Ayastina’.

Our primary font 
is the ‘Montserrat’ 
font family.

Our scripted   
font is ‘Ayastina’.

Fonts

Use the node-line-node and 
center it to “underline”

headings

Run the line-node from off of 
the lefthand side of the page -

can be used to seperate
paragraphs

Use node-line to indent
paragraphs (an option instead 

of bullet points)

Element can be used in
all three colours - subject to 

the amount of colour already 
being used

Our primary font is 
the ‘Montserrat’

font family.
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brand communication
Brand Voice & Tone

Our brand is fuelled by humans passionate about reimagining education. We 
want this energy to come through our words and visuals. We are not the stars 
of this show – our reader is our hero, and this is what we want them to feel once 
they’ve interacted with us. We want every interaction with GWF to be one that 
is inspiring, and full of possibility. We want to encourage people to speak to us 
more and get to know us. Because of this, our writing has a conversational tone 
– human speak, no crazy big words that need a dictionary to understand. We are 
friendly and positive. Our warmth and authenticity are palpable. 

Our voice is relatable, approachable, genuine, and inclusive. Our tone varies, 
based on the situation. We’re intuitive about it but here are some guides:

Conversational, but informal
Optimistic, not flippant
Informative, not broadcasting
Wise, not preachy 
Inspiring, not cheesy
Warm, but not over-familiar
Energetic, but not aggressive



Language & Copy

We write our content in the active voice and, as far as possible, in the first
person. Referring to GWF from third person perspective is acceptable in more 
formal texts. 
We tend to write copy in the present tense (unless article content is specifically 
future or past focused). 
We attempt not to use too much jargon but, if it’s unavoidable, technical
terminology will be added to the glossary in this brand book with explanation. 
We don’t change the spelling or punctuation of words in order to reduce the 
number of characters. 
We always use an Oxford comma. 
We write about people as far as possible and try to avoid gendered terms. 
We punctuate properly and don’t use abbreviations or text speak (e.g. thx)
We don’t alter the spelling or punctuation of words in order to reduce the
number of characters. 
Wherever possible online, we try to include a short link to our website:
http://bit.ly/GWFOnline



Sentiment
We work with communities of people who are strong, resilient, joyful, and
spirited. We aim, therefore, to always communicate with a sentiment of hope 
and positivity, describing the people we work with in a dignified way. We avoid 
words such as ‘previously disadvantaged’, ‘poor’, ‘poverty’, ‘poverty-strickent’, and 
‘charity’.

Emoji & Hashtags
We’re intentional with the use of emojis and hashtags. We use them in very
selected places on social. You’ll find a little more about emoji and hashtag
usage per channel below.

Emoji - Very occasionally, we may place an emoji in the subject line of our
emailers – this increases its clickability. We never use emoji as punctuation or 
stand in for vocabulary. 

Our Key Hashtag - #ReimagineEducation

#ReimagineDiversity | #ReimagineWork | #WonderfilledLearning |  #GWFTeam 
#TerabytusDigitata | #DigitalTree | #RuralRockstars | #OpenLearningAcademy 
#OLAPlus | OLAPhase2 | #C4C | #BridgingAcademy | #TourismAcademy
#EconomyofWildlife | #ICTAcademy |#HazyviewCluster | #GWFCareers
#GWFVolunteers | #GWFStudents



guiding hope



Social Media

GWF lives on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube. 

Facebook
Our Facebook page is @GoodWorkFoundation
Facebook is our space to connect and share our news.
Our posts aim to be short but full of interesting information. We are not
opposed to longer posts on Facebook but will always have one stand out line up 
front in case our reader doesn’t read on. 
We write in complete sentences and end our posts with a period. 
We either tag people in the body of our posts or beneath the body – whatever is 
most appropriate based on the post content. 
We don’t use hashtags on Facebook.
We use Emoji selectively on Facebook tending only to use it in replies to our 
community’s comments.

Instagram
Our Instagram handle is @goodworkfoundation
Instagram is our space to inspire and engage with compelling visuals and story 
essays. We share stories of hope, dignity and possibility. Our copy can be longer 
on this platform if that’s appropriate for the visual content. If the visual is strong 
enough to, it can stand alone with just a short caption.
If we are using a guest photographer’s content, we tag them using the camera 
emoji and their Instagram handle.



We can use our key hashtag and up to 10 other relevant hashtags. We don’t put 
them in the body of our post but rather separate them out using three
consecutive dots. 
We use Emoji selectively on Instagram tending only to use it in replies to our 
community’s comments.

Twitter
Our Twitter handle is @GWFOnline
Twitter is where we share our day to day news – what is happening on the
campuses, big announcements, and general news.
Each campus has a Twitter handle: 

Lillydale - @DLCLilydale   Huntington - @HuntDLC1 
Hazyview - @HazyviewDLC   Justicia - @JusticiaDLC
Philippolis - @PhiliDLC   Dumphries - @DumphriesDLC

Our Tweets follow a format of headline, link and hashtag. We aim to keep our 
Tweets short.
We write complete sentences and end our tweets with a period.
We try, as far as possible, to only tag people in images instead of the Tweet
itself (provided there is an image).
Only @GWFOnline tags campus partners when we Tweet or Retweet. Campuses 
and individual handles don’t tag campus partners.



We limit ourselves to the use of one or two hashtag’s per tweet only.
We use Emoji in our Tweets where appropriate, and we place them at the end of 
the line (not in the middle or beginning).

LinkedIn
Our voice on LinkedIn is more formal and professional than our other social
platforms. It’s here that our thought leadership comes through, and it’s here that 
we are establishing our voice of authority.
We aim to post thought leadership content, content that builds our Education or 
Tech authority, or career opportunities here.  
We use no more than one hashtag per post.
We don’t use emoji on LinkedIn.

YouTube
Our video titles are optimized for SEO – short, sharp and to the point.
We can ask people to comment in the body of our YouTube copy so that
YouTube pushes our content up in the rankings. We can also ask them to
subscribe to our channel.
We enter appropriate hashtags in the Tagging section on YouTube, and ensure 
that #ReimagineEducation is the first so that it shows above the video title. 
We don’t use Emoji on YouTube.



Sub-Brands

The Roots
The Roots are the incredible humans who 
have tirelessly supported GWF’s efforts from 
our infancy back in Phili right to where we 
are today. They are our most fierce
champions, visionary advisors, reimagineers 
of education and loyal friends. Through their 
commitment, they are helping us to plan for 
a more stable future. Because, like any start 
up, we need visionary investors who believe 
in, and support our business model, so that 
we can focus on what matters most:
reimagining education for rural Africa.

the roots





Karabo
Karabo is an animated character who appears 
in some of out content. She is an avatar
representing our Open Learning Academy
student. We don’t use or refer to Karabo often 
except for some video content or infographics. 



Cogs
Our campuses are generously supported by specific partners. To explain the 
relationship between these partners, our goals, and our organisation, we have 
created our "Cog-tree". Each cog in our tree works in synergy with the other 
cogs to bring about transformation in the community.

i  a m m y  o w n  f u t u r e

wildl i fe

access

wonder-fi lled
learn ing

ubuntu

commun ity

collaboration

future






